Planets D6 / Mimban
Name: Circarpous V
(Mimban)
Type: Terrestrial
Temperature: Temperate
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Moist
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Swamps, jungles, quickclay
Length of Day: 23 Hours
Length of Year: 408 Days
Sapient Species: Humans, Coway (N), "Greenies" (N)
Starport: Limited Service
Population: 5500 (Imperial), 2.2 Million Natives
Planet Function: Mining Colony
Government: Galactic Empire
Tech Level: Space (Imperials), Stone (Natives)
Major Exports: Minerals, Metals
Major Imports: High Technology, Foodstuffs
Description:
Mimban is the fifth planet in the Circarpous system, in the Expansion Region. It is a cloud-covered
jungle world that is largely unexplored, orbited by two moons. The planet, formally known as Circarpous
V, was never colonized by the Cicarpousians, but it was the site of a Imperial energy mining operation.
As such, the atmosphere over Mimban was very turbulent. Starships without special hulls faced
tremendous danger from the energy storms that streaked the stratosphere. The surface of the planet is
dank, and the perpetual mist makes it difficult to distinguish night from day. The planet has five makeshift
mining towns, all run by Imperials during the height of the operation.
Mimban has numerous intelligent species indigenous to the world, including the "Greenies" and the
Coway. The first is a species of green-furred Mimbanite humanoids who have been exploited by the
human population. The latter is a gray-furred species of troglodytes who are powerful warriors. Mimban
had many other species as well who have since become extinct. One of these, the Thrella, built
enormous temples and structures honoring their many gods.
Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia Organa crashlanded on this planet when en route to a diplomatic
meeting on Circarpous IV. The two faced many natural dangers in the Mimban swamps, and also
confronted Darth Vader in a quest to find the legendary Kaiburr Crystal.
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